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1)

Attempt any Five questions.

2)

All questions carry equal marks.

- Ql) (a)

Give 10-values of s.tandard transmission voltages formulated all over
the world. What is need for transmitting electric energy by EHV AClines-discuss.

(b)

An electric power of 2000 MW has to be transmitted over a distance of
800 km. Use 400 kV & 750 kV as two alternatives for transmission
voltage. Suggest the number of circuits required and calculate the total
power loss and loss/km. Take 50% series capacitor compensation.

Q2) (a)

Discuss mechanical consideration in design of EHV -AC-lines. Also
indicate measures to be taken to minimize the damage caused due to
them.

(b)

Discuss tower configurations for an EHV-AC-transmission.

Q3) (a) What is meant by thermal rating of EHV-lines? Discuss temperature
rise of conductors and current carrying capacity of lines.
(b)

A 400 kV line uses a 2-conductor bundle with dm

= O.0318m

for

each conductor. The phase current is 1000 Amp. The area of each
conductor is 515.7 mm2with Pa= 2.7 X 10-8Q-m at 20°C, a = 0.,0045
Q/oC at 20°C. Take value of ambient temperature ta = 40°C &
atmospheric pressure to be one. The wind velocity vm= 1m/s & e =
0.50 & neglect solar radiatipn. Calculate the final temperature of the
conductor only due to FR-heating.
Q4) (a) What do you mean by bundled conductors? Give properties of these
conductors and show conductor configurations used for bundles in
EHV-lines.
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(b) The conductor configuration of 750 kV ehv-lines are N
& B = 45cm.
Calculate r eq for this situation.
Q5) (a)

What are circuit breakers? List type of circuit breakers used for EHVAC-system.

.

'(b) 'What is Audible Noise? How is the noise generated and what are its
characteristics-discuss.
Q6) (a)
(b)

What is radio interference? Discuss mechanism for minimisation of
radio interference in EHV -lines.
,.
A 750 kV-line

in horizontal

configuration

= 15m. Conductors

has H

= 18m

and phase

are 4 x 0.03m diameter with bundle
spacing of 0.4572m. Compute radio interference-level at 15m at ground
level from the outer phase at IMHz in average fair weather.

spacing S

Q7) (a) What is Lightning and Lightning protection in EHV -lines-discuss.
(b) Consider a situation with the following specifications:
Insulator voltage = 8000 kV
Surge impedance Zs = 500Q
Line conductor impedance Zc= 280Q

Mutual impedance
between conductor and the gronndwise zm = 156Q
.
The predischarge current ic = 15000 A
Calculate for stoke current.

Q8) Write short notes on :
(a) Design of EHV-lines based on transient over voltages.
(b) Reactive power (Q)-control in EHV-lines.
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